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1n many studies of mesoscopic-scale dyn出凶cs，tempera七ureis regarded出 amacroscopic 
parameter with no spatiotemporal fl.uctuation. However， a nonlinear interaction between the 
relevant particles and local spatiGtemporal fl.uctuation of surrounding physical quantities such 
飴 temperaturemust be vital. If so， what effects do spatiotemporal fl.uctuation of temperature 
in the atomic scale? 
To consider these e百'ects，we devise cellular au七omata(CA) for overdamped stochastic dynam-
ics of particles (atoms). In this study， we watch and analyze e百ectsof spatiotemporal fl.uctuation 
of temperatllre， with special attention. 
2 Model 
We study a stochastic dynamics of many identical particles (atoms) moving on a fl.at two-
dimensional surface of a substrate. The particles move by the random impacts from the sub-
strate. The particles combine with each other on aggregating， then a new chemical bond gen-
erates heat to the substrate. Conversely， bondωbreaking and/or particle-moving consume heat 
仕omthe substrate. With this scheme， we construct Coupled Cellular A凶omata(CCA). More 
details for model and CCA are described in ol立 paper[1]. 
3 Results 
To study effects of spatiotemporal fl.uctuation of temperature， we build two CA systems. One 
is a sys七emof relatively fast heat diffusion， inwhich thermal field tends to be equilitrated 
quickly.The other is a system of very slow heat diffusion， inwhich heat emi七tedby cl ustering 
remain and are localized at the places where they were born， 
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研究会報告
Tod町 ac七erizeour cluster growth in the later stage， we examine the structure factor [1， 2]
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Fig. 1: Particle distributions and struc七urefactors for the cluster growth in the later stage， (a) 
Fast heat diffusion system， (b) Slow heat dif凶 onsystem. 
k 
In the "Fast" system， the intensity of S(k， t) at the highest peak becomes higher and shifts 
to the lower wave-number as time passes. It means that clusters grow larger and larger and the 
distances between七heclusters become wider. This feature is quite well-known as a characteristic 
feature in the growth of spinodal decomposition [2]. 
In the "Slow" system， on the other hand， the highest peak becomes higher as time p出 ses，
but rarely shifts to the lower wave-number. It means that the clusters becomes large， but the 
spacings between the clusters don't becomes wider. In this system， slow heat diffusion prevents 
the clusters from moving. 
Omitting on account of space， we further quantiちrand characterize the stability of clusters 
and七heirboundaries. Owing to this quantification， we find out some interesting phenomena [1]. 
And then， we now extend our CA which is composed of di:ferent particl邸 (atoms).More 
extensive studies will be reported elsewhere. 
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